
Increase the impact & global 
visibility of your institution’s 
research & scholarship

>920M downloads >4.3M OA  
full-text articles 

>2,100 journals >500 customers 

Demonstrate impact for everything 
your institution produces 

• Faculty research, course materials & journals
• Undergraduate student work, including 

capstone projects & portfolios
• Graduate theses & dissertations
• Books, open educational resources, 

conferences & events
• Gray literature, digital humanities projects & 

multimedia creative works
• Research surveys & datasets
• Special collections, historical institutional assets 

& cultural heritage artifacts

“Digital Commons is integral to showcasing the caliber of faculty at 
CCT who are engaged in a wide variety of scholarly activity … [It] will 
be equally important in showcasing high quality research generated 
by students as part of their academic studies.” 

— Neil Gallagher, President,  
CCT College Dublin, Ireland

“I … view the ability to go in and use Digital Commons to publish [student] work 
... as a way to enable our students to transition their homework and some of 
the projects they do in the classes into lines on their resume that they can show 
off to the rest of the world” 

— Jeremy Evert, Assistant Professor, Computer Science & Engineering Technology, 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University, USA

Industry-leading dashboards, readership maps 
and usage metrics show the reach and impact 
of your institution’s full spectrum of research 
and scholarship.

Secure, scalable, cloud-hosted — and no IT investment



Promote your institution’s experts 
& expertise to a global audience 

Enhance your institution’s reputation and 
readership with a high-quality publishing 
program that reflects the unique expertise of  
your university.

“[The Seton Hall] eRepository allows the University’s research to 
become a viable worldwide resource.” 

— Sebastian Derry, Assistant Dean for Public Services,  
Seton Hall University Libraries, USA

“All of our authors get a monthly … report that tells them how 
many downloads their material has received, and where those 
downloads are coming from. … They always find the map 
visualizations particularly arresting. To be able to see those global 
download statistics, and to zoom right in to see the specific 
institutions where those downloads have been made, that’s been 
hugely important to us in terms of strategizing our output.” 

– Yvonne Desmond, Sub Librarian, Digital Services & Research, 
Technological University Dublin, Ireland

Increase research standing & 
collaboration opportunities 

Put your institution’s research 
and scholarship on a global stage 
to increase opportunities for 
collaboration and improve reputation.

“Our institutional repository provides an essential service that aids in 
increasing the visibility of our University scholars and encouraging 
collaboration with other researchers and institutions worldwide.” 

— Willard Gingerich, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
Montclair State University, USA 

"By capturing the intellectual output of Montclair State University, the repository 
provides visibility and influence to a worldwide audience, which, in turn, opens 
up new avenues for further research, innovation, and collaboration, and supports 
the University’s mission as a Carnegie-designated high-level research doctoral 
university and state-designated public research institution." 

— Karen Ramsden, Research & Projects Specialist,  
Library Administration, Montclair State University, USA

Best-in-class search engine optimization 
(SEO) ensures your published content is highly 
ranked and discoverable on search engines 
such as Google, Google Scholar and Bing.

For more information, visit:  
www.elsevier.com/solutions/digital-commons
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